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Researchers have developed a mathematical model that lights a path forward for building better and safer lithium-metal batteries.
Model Provides Fresh Solutions to a Battery Failure Problem
A new study by Stanford University researchers lights a path forward for building better, safer lithium-metal batteries. A new study presents possible
solutions to a problem known to cause degradation ...
New model offers potential solutions for next-generation battery challenges
Image Credit: Africa Studio/Shutterstock.com To solve this problem, a paper published in the journal ... effect of variables like temperature, pH, and
solution concentration on their reactivity.
Slowing the Degradation of Aqueous MXenes in Colloidal Solutions
As the climate crisis looms, scientists are racing to find solutions to common clean energy problems, including solar energy storage. Solar energy is
one of the best renewable resources we have, but ...
Solving the solar energy storage problem with rechargeable batteries that can convert and store energy at once
Focusing on the increasing pressure climate change will have on water need and availability, Morgan Stanley Research’s Changing Tides: Investing
for Future Water Access looks at the interconnectedness ...
Thought leadership paper on sustainable investing, Europe: Morgan Stanley
The problem ... research that shows targeted grazing doesn’t work under extreme fire weather conditions. High winds that define “extreme fire
weather” blow embers over, around, and past any targeted ...
Targeted Grazing: the Latest Magical Solution To Improve Rangeland Health
When most scientists that were not aware heard those frightening words “Three billion birds gone in the last half century,” horror struck those
hearts. It was known that window strikes, ...
Birding Today: Up to us to find solutions to bird deaths
A new study shows that yeast, an abundant waste product from breweries, can filter out even trace amounts of lead. Inactive yeast could be
effective as an inexpensive, abundant, and simple material ...
Used Beer Yeast Could Be Simple Solution to Heavy Metal Contamination in Water
At the same time, the DeepMinds, Googles and Metas of the world are pushing ahead with their AI research ... solution is not just around the corner.
Recently, LeCun shared his vision in a position ...
4 AI research trends everyone is (or will be) talking about
Scientists are warning that the climate situation is so dire that we will not only need to withdraw carbon from the atmosphere but begin exploring
controversial solar geoengineering technologies to ...
The World Needs ‘Rapid Climate Cooling’ as 2℃ Overshoot Now LikelyNew Research Warns
From Ida B. Wells to James Baldwin to Ta-Nehisi Coates, these works by Black authors give important context for what's going on in America.
14 eye-opening essays from Black writers to read to understand America's problems with race
SHENZHEN, CHINA - Media OutReach - 23 June 2022 - The annual Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Conference (CVPR) came to an end in
New Orleans today, with globally leading technology company ...
OPPO has 7 papers selected and wins 8 challenges at CVPR 2022
The energy transition risks further exacerbating human rights violations and environmental issues if the global community does not address material
supply chains, guided by the most recent empirical ...
How data-driven research partnerships deepen energy access across supply chains
As Seattle residents wait for Mayor Bruce Harrell’s promised plan to address a critical police shortage, a federal bill offers long-term aid for law
enforcement agencies across the country struggling ...
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